GK => Y2GK =>••:=> Y2>GK => Y2* + iGK = • • •.
The associated homotopy exact couple gives rise to a spectral sequence {ErK}:
Ei-XK) = 7ri_s_1(r2.GÄ7r2S+iGÄ-), dr: E?%K) -> Prs+r'i+r" WLet tt*(K; 2) denote the quotient of tt^K by the subgroup of elements of odd finite order. The following theorem summarizes results of [R] and [6A] .
Theorem 2.1. If K is simply connected with finitely generated homotopy groups, then {ErK} converges to rr^K; 2). More precisely Esr-l(K) = E*J(K) for large r, and {E%s + AK)}si0 is the graded group of a complete decreasing filtration of ttAK; 2). For r ä 2, {ErK} coincides in the stable range with the mod-2 Adams spectral sequence.
2.2. Nice homology coalgebras. In general E2K seems to depend on the "higher order" structure of H^K; but this difficulty is avoided when H*Kis a nice homology coalgebra, as in [B] . To recall the notion of niceness, we first suppose that C is a homology coalgebra of finite type over Z2 ; that is, C is finitely generated in each dimension. Then C is nice if and only if the dual algebra C* has a presentation C*%R/I where R is a connected polynomial algebra of finite type over Z2 and / is a Borel ideal (see [S, p. 79] ). By [S, p. 80] this is equivalent to the condition that C*xR ®BZ2 where R is as above, B is a polynomial subalgebra of R, and R is free as a 5-module. The definition of niceness for an arbitrary homology coalgebra over Z2 is obtained by suitably dualizing the foregoing condition on C*. We remark that by [B, 4 .1], a homology coalgebra C is nice if and only if RnP(C)=0 for n > 1 where RnP is the nth right derived functor of the primitive element functor.
Some (overlapping) examples of nice coalgebras are given by : (i) If H*K is the coalgebra of some Hopf algebra, then H+K is nice.
(ii) If H*K is of finite type and factors as a tensor product of polynomial and truncated polynomial algebras, then H*K is nice.
In particular if K is homotopy equivalent to a loop space or to a sphere, then H+K is nice. We sometimes call a space nice if its homology is nice.
2.3. The algebra A. Our fundamental chain complex for "computing" E2K
when K nice will involve the algebra A ( = EX(S) in [6A] ). Recall that A is the graded associative differential algebra with unit (over Z2) with : (i) a generator Af of degree i for each /^0, (ii) for each i, k^O a relation Let /=(/i,..., /',) be a finite sequence of nonnegative integers. Call / allowable if ij+iu2ij for each 0<j<s, or if / is empty. Then A has a Z2-basis given by all A; = Ail--A,s with allowable I (X,= l when / empty). Note that A = 0SÈO A* where As is generated by the monomials X, of length i. For n ^ 0 let A(n) be the subspace of A generated by all allowable X, for which ix < n or / empty. Each A(n) is closed under 8, and in fact A(n)xEx(Sn) by [6A] .
Notation. For a graded Z2-module M, let M <g> A (resp. M <g> A) be the subspace of M <g> A generated by all x ® a with x e Mn and a e A(n -1) (resp. a e A(n)). Also let M ® As and M <S) As be the obvious summands.
2.4. The functor Y. A certain nonadditive functor Y will appear in our fundamental chain complex (2.5). The map A ® 1 +1 g) A: ñ*K ® ff*K->ñ*K <g> fí*K ® fftK restricts to a homomorphism 8A: L2(H*K) -*> L3(H*K) where u) = e Fr (-) ret [October is the free restricted Lie algebra functor as in 7.2. We define W(H*K) = Ker SA.
The right action of the Steenrod algebra A on H^Kx K)xH*K <g> H*K induces a right y4-module structure on W(H^K), and the diagonal A restricts to a right ,4-module map A:H*K->Y(H*K).
Let a: W(H^.K) -+ H*K be the restriction of the homomorphism (halving degrees) L2(H*K) -»■ H*K which sends xt2] -> x and [x, y] -> 0 for x, y e H^K.
2.5. The fundamental chain complex. The following chain complex W^^K) will serve as an Pj-term for our spectral sequence when H#K is nice. Define for each í ^ 0 WXH*K) = (H^K ® As) 0 (V(H*K) ® A5"1),
where the differential 8 has the following components : (i) for x <g> A; e //"AT §» As,
where m = [(« -1 )/2] ; (ii) for x <S> X, e ^(H^K) ¿ As -1 when deg x = 2«? +1 S(jc (8) A;) = (0) ® (x ® dX,+ 2 xSql ® ^i-iAA and when deg x=2m + 2 S(jc ® A,) = /ax <g> (SAm)A,+ 2 (px)Sql <g> i\-iK+K-i\u-ù*î\ © ix <g> 8X,+ 2 xSql <8> Xt_xx\.
We give W(H*K) a bigradation such that x <g> Xh ■ ■ ■ A,s is of bidegree (s, t) with
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 2.6. Let Kbe a reduced simplicial set such that H^K is a nice coalgebra. Then there are natural isomorphisms Et%K) X H'-XWiH^K)) for all s, t.
This will be proved in §13. Corollary 2.7. If H*K is nice then E2K depends only on the structure of H*K as a coálgebra over the Steenrod algebra.
3. Unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra. The problem of computing E2K via the fundamental chain complex will often reduce (see § §4-5) to that of computing Ext groups for unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra A.
Definition 3.1. An unstable right A-module consists of a graded right ^4-module M (Mn = 0 for n < 0) such that xSq' e Mn _ ¡ for x e Mn and xSq* = 0 for 2/ > n.
Let JIA denote the category of unstable right ^-modules, and note that each H^KeJlA.
It is straightforward to show that JIA is an abelian category with enough injectives. The ith right derived functor of Hom^í//*^), )
will be called Ext°JA(Z2, M) for s, t^O and Me JIA. 8(x <g> A;) = x <g) 8X,+ 2 xSq* <g> A^A,.
As before x <g) Xil ■ ■ ■ Ais is given bidegree (s, t) with /=j+deg * + 2/=i h- This will be proved in 3.6. The following lemma, together with 3.3, will often provide an inductive procedure for computing YLxtjeA (Z2, M).
Lemma 3.5. Let M e JtA with M0=0. Then there is a natural exact sequence
Proof. Filter V(M) by subcomplexes F2V(M)^FxV(M)c V(M) as follows: 
Thus it suffices to show when M is injective in J(A that H*\ V(M)) = 0 for s > 0, H°-%V(M)) x Hom^ (H*(S% M).
The second isomorphism is evident. For the first, for each «2:0, let I(n) be the injective unstable ^-module on one «-dimensional generator (/(«) is dual to F(n) in [S,E, p. 27] ). For n^l, QI(ri)=I(n-l) and Q.1I(n)=0. Hence 3.5 applies to show inductively that Hs4(VI(n)) = 0 for i>0, «2:0. Since any injective Me JIA is a retract of a direct sum 0a I(na), it follows that Hst(V(M)) = 0 for s>0.
4. A generalized EHP sequence. Let A" be a reduced simplicial set such that the coalgebra H*K is nice. We shall construct an exact sequence involving E2K and certain Ext terms. When A' is a sphere, this will give a kind of EHP sequence on the F2 level (see 5.3).
Let A: H^K^^H^K) be as in 2.4 and define
where Q. is as in 3.4. Note that P^^K) consists of the primitive elements in H*K with gradations lowered by one; and that R (HjfK) It is straightforward to Show that HS-\F2W(H^K)) x H^-KViFH+K)),
and the result now follows from 3.3. Proof. This follows from 4.1 since R(H^.K)=0.
5. On E2K in the Massey-Peterson case. Massey and Peterson in [M,P] constructed their unstable Adams spectral sequence for each space K such that H*K is a free unstable y4-algebra [S,E, p. 29] . In particular for such K, H*K is nice, and we shall show that our E2K is the same as theirs. Also for such K, 3.3 provides a convenient Fj-term. [October Let t¡A be the category of unstable right A-module homology coalgebras. That is, each C e 'ßA is simultaneously an unstable right ^-module and a connected cocommutative coalgebra where the structures are compatible as follows. The comultiplication A of C satisfies a Cartan formula; and
where the "square root" map yj■ is dual to the squaring map for commutative Z2-algebras. Of course H^K e ^A if K is a reduced simplicial set. Define a chain map u:
it is straightforward to show that u induces chain isomorphisms
using the nitrations of 3.5 and 4.1. Hence
and the theorem follows from 2.6 and 3.3.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 5.3. When H*KxU+(M) it follows that the exact sequence of 4.1 for K is equivalent to the sequence of 3.5 for M. If K=Sn this sequence becomes
which is an EHP sequence on the F2-level (cf.
[C3]).
6. A homological interpretation of E2K. When H*K is nice E2K will be described as an Ext using the theory of nonadditive derived functors (see [An] and [B, Appendix] ). For any K this Ext also gives the F2-term of the unstable Adams spectral sequence constructed in [B,K] , and thus our E2K coincides with theirs when H*K is nice. More details on the required derived functors may be found in [B] and [B,K] . Note the change of indexing: the filtration s refers to rs, and the q refers to dimension in GA'.
It was shown in [R] that for K simply connected and of finite type, {Ê'K} converges to -n^K modulo odd torsion. The convergence is much slower than for the {ErK} of §2. Furthermore nq(GK/Y2GK) x Êq+XK, Êxq(K) x nqLs (GKIY2GK) where F=©sc°=1 Ls is the free restricted Lie algebra functor (see 7.2.).
It follows that ÊX(K) depends functorally on the graded Z2-module H^K, and we shall describe ÊX(K) in 7.3. 8. Simplicial restricted Lie algebras. In order to prove 7.3, we study the natural operations on tt*R where P is any simplicial restricted Lie algebra over Z2. For O^z'íí« let A( eTrn+iL2K(Z2, n)xZ2 denote the nonzero element (see [6A] The isomorphism may be iterated to yield a decomposition (iii) The product [ , ] in Êr+X(K) is induced by that in Ê' (K) . in which « is the smash pairing and
The result follows easily.
10. The cobar spectral sequence. Let K be a reduced simplicial set. When K is simply connected, the cobar construction of Adams [A2] (or the more recent construction of Eilenberg-Moore [E,M]) provides a spectral sequence converging to H*GK. We shall construct a version, P(AT), of this spectral sequence together with a map 9: ÊiK) -> EiK) corresponding to the Hurewicz map ir+GK-> H*GK.
For any group G, filter the group ring Z2G by powers of the augmentation ideal Proof. The component H*K^-H*K eg A1 of d1 is determined from [6A] using the iterated suspension map a. The components LAH^-^L^AH+K), fc£l, of d1 are determined using the spectral sequence Hurewicz map of §10. The proof of (ii) is completed using the fact that ÊAK) is a differential Lie algebra (9.1),
and Êl*(K)xLs(H*K) for j odd. The following lemma and its proof are similar to [6A, §3] . where 8X, is as in 2.3. It follows by 12.6 that dr(x 8 A7)=0forr<2s;andi/2S(x 8 A7) is represented by (i/1x)A7£7rJ_1(r2»(fc+1)GÄ'/r2S(fc+1)+1GÄ') for k>\, (dxx)XI + x(8XI)e-n-1_i(Y2>+xGKIY2> + i + 1GK) for k -1.
The result now follows from the description of dxx in 12.4. and it remains only to show that the differential d2 of e2(A") corresponds to 8 in rV(H*K). For the components 2.5(i) of the differential, this follows easily from 12.1. For the components 2.5(ii), it suffices by naturality (see proof of 13.3) to suppose K is a product of K(Z2, n)'s. Then A: H^K^^H^K)
is onto and the last components may be deduced from the first.
